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Abstract—Massive storage systems composed of tens of thousands of disks are increasingly common in high-performance computing data centers. With such an enormous number of components integrated within the storage system the probability for correlated failures across a large number of components becomes a critical concern in preventing data loss. In this paper we reconsider the efficiency of traditional declustered parity data protection schemes in the presence of correlated failures. To better protect against correlated failures we introduce Single-Overlap Declustered Parity (SODP), a novel declustered parity design that tolerates more disk failures than traditional declustered parity. We then introduce CoFaCTOR, a tool for exploring operational reliability in the presence of many types of correlated failures. By seeding CoFaCTOR with real failure traces from LANL’s data center we are able to create a failure model that accurately describes the existing file system’s failure model and can use that model to generate failure data for hypothetical system designs. Our evaluation using CoFaCTOR traces shows that when compared to the state of the art our SODP-based placement algorithms can achieve a 30x improvement in the probability of data loss during failure bursts and achieves similar data protection using only half as much parity overhead.

I. INTRODUCTION

Massive storage systems, such as those used for cloud archival services [1], [2] and the file systems at high-performance computing (HPC) data centers [3], [4] provide critical data services to users and are increasingly relied on to never lose data. At the same time denser and larger disk drives make these storage systems at greater risk for catastrophic failures and data loss [5]. These systems rely heavily on RAID technology using declustered parity, to provide fault tolerance and prevent the loss of valuable data – however, declustered parity schemes were not designed to tolerate large numbers of failures in short windows of time.

Figure 1(a) shows how storage systems at both cloud archival services and HPC data centers at national laboratories have grown to include tens and even hundreds of thousands of disk drives. At such large drive counts the probability of failure bursts and the risk of data loss due to a failure burst are both increasing. Similarly in Figure 1(b) we see that as the number of drives within a parity-protected enclosure increases, the likelihood of drive failures increases at a linear rate while improvements in rebuild time decrease as the amount of rebuild data for a single disk failure remains fixed. With modern disk enclosures routinely incorporating 84 or 106 disk drives [6], [7] and file systems commonly spanning multiple large disk enclosures it becomes imperative to develop new methods for preventing data loss.

At the same time we see an additional change in the nature of storage system component failures. Modern data protection schemes and the mean time to data loss calculations that motivate them both assume that drive failures are independent and identically distributed [8], [9]. However, recent studies describing state of the art data protection in large-scale cloud data centers have instead explored the likelihood of data loss during correlated failure bursts [10]–[12]. Similarly, in this paper we present data from Los Alamos National Laboratory’s (LANL) file system attached to the Trinity supercomputer [13] that indicates that correlated failures are common within that storage system as well.

Based on the emergence of extremely large disk enclosures and a new requirement to tolerate bursts of correlated failures we have developed a new data protection scheme called Single-Overlap Declustered Parity (SODP). With SODP we have created a new set of data placement schemes for declustered parity data protection that focuses on maximizing the number of disk failures tolerated while also minimizing disk rebuild time. To make SODP generally useful we provide algorithms for creating SODP data placements for varying numbers of data blocks, parity blocks, and numbers of disks.

In order to evaluate SODP we developed a scheme for generating large volumes of trace data using a smaller set
of realistic failure traces. This tool, called the Correlated Failure Consultation Tool for Operational Reliability, or simply CoFaCTOR, develops an accelerated failure time model using regression statistics that enables the generation of large numbers of realistic failure traces. CoFaCTOR also enables the generation of traces that alter physical parameters, like the number of disks per enclosure, to test alternative designs.

By generating thousands of realistic failure traces we are able to leverage our event-driven simulation package, SOL-Sim, for modeling the failure, rebuild and replacement of drives within large-scale storage systems. Our simulation analysis enables us to determine that data placement algorithms based on the SODP principles can dramatically reduce the probability of data loss in the face of correlated failures.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: in Section II we review declustered parity and describe the progression of the state of the art for data protection, in Section III we present a description of single-overlap declustered parity including the algorithms for generating this data placement scheme and an analysis of how data protection is improved with our scheme, in Section IV we introduce the SOL-Sim design and in Section V we describe our methodology for evaluating single-overlap declustered parity using a combination of real data, realistic traces, and simulation and then describe evaluating single-overlap declustered parity using a combination of real data, realistic traces, and simulation and then describing how our schemes reduce the probability of data loss compared with current state of the art parity schemes, and in Section VI we present our study’s conclusions.

II. RELATED WORK

In this section, we review existing declustered parity approaches, and then discuss future directions for declustered parity data layouts. In 1990, Muntz and Lui [23] first introduced and analytically modeled declustered parity, but left the data placement decisions as an open problem. To address data placement, Holland and Gibson [14] implemented parity declustering based on Balanced Incomplete Block Designs (BIBD). As part of this work they identified six criteria for ideal declustered layouts:

- Single failure correcting, no two units of the same stripe are mapped to the same disk.
- Distributed reconstruction, when a disk fails, the reconstruction workload is evenly distributed across the surviving disks.
- Distributed parity, all disks have the same number of parity units.
- Efficient mapping, the mapping from client data to disk is implementable with low time and space requirements.
- Large write optimization, each parity stripe is aligned across the disks such that a stripe can be written without pre-reading the prior contents of any disk.
- Maximal parallelism, a read of $n$ continuous data units induces parallel access from $n$ disks.

BIBD$(v, b, r, k, \lambda)$ is a collection of $b$ subsets of $k$ elements over a set of $v$ distinct objects, where each object appears in $r$ subsets and each pair of two objects appears in $\lambda$ subsets. When BIBD is applied in declustered parity, the essence is to find a data mapping to distribute parity stripes of size $k$ over $v$ disks (e.g., declustered layout), where each disk appears in $r$ disk subsets and each pair of two disks appears in $\lambda$ disk subsets. Note that the complete block design consists of $v$ subsets, where each object appears in exactly $\binom{v-1}{k-1}$ of the subsets.

**DATUM** [15] improves the data mapping by directly computing disks and offsets without using BIBD table lookup. The key idea is to utilize the complete block design, with a particular ordering of the $\binom{v}{k}$ disk subsets, and compute the disks and offsets through the orderings. One drawback of DATUM is the complete block designs were originally too large to be usable.

**GridRAID** [16] is the declustered parity scheme that used on LANL’s Trinity file system. The basic idea is to divide the stripe data into tiles, each of which is a group of stripes across the disk array. In each tile, it does the data permutation to make the data, parity and spare space spread. With multiple tiles, it benefits from the distributed reconstruction workload during the recovery.

**PRIME** [17] is designed for prime values of $v$ to approach the ideal declustered layout by slightly relaxing the maximal parallelism property. Like BIBD, PRIME constructs the declustered layout only for a limited set of configurations.

**RELPR** [17] is similar to PRIME, but it deviates from the ideal in two ways: maximal parallelism and distributed reconstruction. However, RELRP is applicable to arbitrarily configured disk array size $v$ to achieve approximately balanced declustered layout via on-demand calculation.

**PDDL** and **dRAID** [18] declusters the layout by permuting the disks to spread the parity, spare, and client data units throughout the disk array. Obtaining satisfactory base disk permutations is a challenge which makes PDDL only applicable to limited configurations. [19] extended work based on PDDL that is designed for use within the Zettabyte File System (ZFS) [24]. To simplify the generation of base permutation, dRAID randomly generates multiple base permutations.

**RAID+** [20] enables RAID construction over large disk enclosure to spread reconstruction workload in a balanced way. RAID+ utilizes the Latin squares to construct a declustered layout. The only problem is that the number of $v$-order mutually orthogonal Latin squares (MOLS) for general $v$ is still an open problem, it’s known to exist when $v$ is a power of a prime number, which is exactly the same as BIBD.

**D3** [22] focuses on the data distribution in large-scale distributed storage system. Similar to declustered layout, D3 designs a layout with orthogonal array to uniformly spread data and parity units across servers in the system.

**OI-RAID** [21] is a two-layer encoding architecture and uses BIBD in the outer layer to achieve a balanced data layout. It spreads the data and parity across BIBD groups to enable group fault tolerance, which implies at least three arbitrary disk failures.

Table I shows how the above schemes satisfy the six original declustered layout criteria. As we can see, all these existing works violate the properties of ideal data layout to
TABLE I: Comparison of declustered layouts. $H$ represents highly approaching maximal parallelism property, and $M$ and $L$ means medium and low, respectively. $m$ is the maximal disk failures that be tolerated in the declustered layout.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schemes</th>
<th>Single Failure Correcting</th>
<th>Distributed Reconstruction</th>
<th>Distributed Parity</th>
<th>Efficient Mapping</th>
<th>Large Write Optimization</th>
<th>Maximal Parallelism</th>
<th>Configuration Limitation</th>
<th>#Fault Tolerance</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>BIBD [14]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATUM [15]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GridRAID [16]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PRIME [17]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REPLR [17]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDDL [18]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>dRAID [19]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RAID+ [20]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Of-RAID [21]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D³ [22]</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SODP (ours)</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>m</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 2: Data organized as a parity stripe that will be distributed over a set of disks. A stripeset then is the specific disks selected for a one-to-one mapping with the data and parity blocks. As long as $k + m$ remains fixed, stripesets are independent of the parity stripe parameters.

III. SINGLE-OVERLAPDECLUSTERED PARITY

Prior work on parity declustering has often relied on known BIBD designs to construct perfectly balanced data layouts that attempt to maximize the six factors shown in Table I. However, as conceived, the six criteria do not seek to emphasize data survivability. To that end, we have identified two additional principles that emphasize data survivability during frequent failures:

- Maximizing the number of simultaneous disk failures tolerated without increasing parity overhead, and
- Minimizing disk rebuild time by balancing parity stripes across all disks.

In traditional declustered parity, data is encoded into $k$ data blocks and $m$ parity blocks with the $k + m$ blocks forming a parity stripe. In practice it is common to use Reed-Solomon codes to construct parity blocks and the notation for a parity scheme is typically shortened to $R(S(k,m))$. To satisfy the single failure correcting property, the parity stripe is stored onto a set of $k + m$ disks. In order to tolerate more than $m$ disk failures our techniques require additional care in selecting how parity stripes are mapped onto disks, and thus we introduce the term stripeset to describe a set of disks onto which parity stripes are mapped. Figure 2 shows an example of a parity stripe and stripeset.

Fig. 3: A table of the full set of 4-disk single overlap stripesets chosen from a population of 16 total disks. With an $R(S(2,2))$ coding we can see that 6 simultaneous drive failures can be tolerated without data loss. The number of failures tolerated within a SODP layout depends on the parity scheme selected.

To provide an example, Disk1 participates in 5 stripesets, but none of the other disks appear more than once in those same stripesets. If Disk1 fails, the remaining 15 disks can be used for recovery, which provides the same rebuild performance as traditional parity declustering. This is true for all 16 disks. Furthermore, one can see that disks 1, 2, 5, 7, 10 and 11 may fail simultaneously and there is no stripeset experiencing 3 failures, and thus no data is lost. Therefore, rather than tolerating only 2 failures, the SODP layout can tolerate 6 failures without experiencing data loss.
A. Generating Single-Overlapping Stripesets

We introduce a stripset construction algorithm we call Optimal SODP, or O-SODP, that uses matrix manipulation to minimize the number of stripesets. Before presenting the full O-SODP algorithm, we walk through the construction of single overlap stripesets using the above example, where each disk participates in 5 stripesets. First, the 16 disks are organized into a 4×4 disk matrix with rows a, b, c, and d and columns 1, 2, 3, 4 as shown in Figure 4. There are three steps to construct the single overlap stripesets:

1) Generate Row-based Stripesets: Each row (e.g., a, b, c, or d) consists of 4 disks, which form a row-based stripe.

2) Generate Column-based Stripesets: Each column (e.g., 1, 2, 3, or 4) also consists of 4 disks, which construct a column-based stripe.

3) Generate Row-column Stripesets: The key idea of row-column stripesets is to choose 4 disks from different rows and columns. As shown in Figure 4, the simplest example is to choose disks on the diagonal, whose positions are denoted as [(a 1), (b 2), (c 3), (d 4)]. We simplify this notation into a row-relative position array [1, 2, 3, 4], which represents the row-column stripeset [Disk1, Disk6, Disk11, Disk16].

To generate the remaining row-column stripesets while maintaining a balanced declustered layout we define a new algorithm called shuffle permutation. The objective is to swap all possible two position pairs in the diagonal row-relative position array to create new position arrays. As shown in Figure 5, if we first swap the position pair (1, 2), it is obvious the next swap should be the pair (3, 4), which generates a new row-relative position array [2, 1, 4, 3] that denotes the row-column stripeset [Disk2, Disk5, Disk12, Disk15]. In this extremely simple example we produced three new row-relative position arrays which were permutation shuffled from the initial position array [1, 2, 3, 4]. After completing shuffle permutation, the resultant 4 position arrays form a position matrix, which has a unique value for each column. Therefore, the position matrix is able to generate 4 non-overlapping row-column stripesets which cover the entire disk matrix. Algorithm 1 shows the pseudocode for implementing the shuffle permutation algorithm.

![Fig. 4: Disk matrix and row-relative position array.](image)

![Algorithm 1: Shuffle Permutations](image)

To generate the additional row-column stripesets containing at most one overlapping disk per stripe, fix one position in the row (e.g., a) and rotate the other three positions of that row (e.g., b, c, d) as shown in Figure 6. A single rotation of the position array [1, 2, 3, 4] leads to a new position array [1, 3, 4, 2]. By applying a single rotation to the other position arrays in the matrix, a new position matrix is generated. This newly formed position matrix corresponds to 4 non-overlapped row-column stripesets. The new stripesets are single overlapping with the position matrix from which they were derived. Furthermore, rotating the position array [1, 2, 3, 4] twice leads to another new position array [1, 4, 2, 3]. Correspondingly, another new position matrix is formed to generate another 4 new row-column stripesets, all of which satisfy the single overlap property. The process will continue until rotation isn’t possible anymore. Therefore, 3 position matrices are available from row-column stripset generation, or alternatively each disk is included in three row-column stripesets.

![Fig. 5: Shuffle permutation by swapping all possible position pairs in the initial position array](image)

![Fig. 6: Fix one position and rotate the remaining positions to generate the new position matrices](image)

To conclude this example, combining all row-based, column-based and row-column stripesets based on shuffle permutation and rotation, the above example generates 20 stripesets in total across 16 disks with each disk included in exactly 5 stripesets.

---

**Algorithm 1: Shuffle Permutations**

**Input:** initialPosition ← [1,2,..., c], c columns

**Output:** P={P_1, P_2,...}, shuffled position arrays

**function CREATE_SHUFFLE_ARRAYS(B, N, k + m)**

```plaintext
P = []
for i = 1: c-1 do
    for j = i+1 : c do
        temp = initialPosition
        empty temp[i] and temp[j]
        P' = createShuffleArrays(temp)
        for k = 1: length(P') do
            tmp = P'_k
            tmp.insert(j) at i_th position
            tmp.insert(i) at j_th position
            P.add(tmp)
        end
    end
end
return P
```

---

**Fig. 5: Shuffle permutation by swapping all possible position pairs in the initial position array**

**Fig. 6: Fix one position and rotate the remaining positions to generate the new position matrices**
**CHALLENGES:** When the size of a stripeset is large or an odd number, how do we do pair-wise swap in the permutation shuffle? Figure 7 illustrates the case of the stripeset size being 7, which leads to the initial diagonal position array \([1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]\) with corresponding rows \(a, b, c, d, e, f, g\). To generate a position matrix, we will swap 1 and 2 in the second position array, 1 and 3 in the third position array and so on. Unlike the previous 4-column case where the remaining pair-wise swap is obvious, our new 7-column case leaves the remaining swaps with \(\binom{7}{2}\) possibilities.

![Swap1 Swap2 Position Matrix](image)

**Fig. 7:** Position array of size 7 and corresponding position matrix.

To solve the above challenge, we introduce the concept of **rotate distance**, which indicates the clockwise distance between any two positions in the rotate space of the position array. For example, the rotate distance from 3 to 6 is two, because it has to walk through 4 and 5. To satisfy the SODP property, we should guarantee the following constraint:

**Constraint #1:** Rotate distance before and after swapping cannot be equal.

With the same rotate distance, the new position array will eventually overlap multiple positions with the diagonal position array. As shown in Figure 8, if we swap the position pair \((3, 6)\) in the second position array, the rotate distance from 3 to 6 is still two (e.g., walk through X and 1), which is equal to the previous rotate distance. As a result, after rotating the second position array 3 times, it will double overlap with the diagonal position array. To prevent this from occurring, we identify the following property to satisfy constraint #1 for any single position pair \((a, b)\).

\[
d_r(a \rightarrow b) \neq d_r(b \rightarrow a)
\]

where \(d_r(a \rightarrow b)\) represents the rotate distance from \(a\) to \(b\). In the example, this will prevent the swapping of position pairs \((3, 6)\) and also \((4, 7)\) in the second position array.

![Single swap Multiple swaps](image)

**Fig. 8:** Properties for single and multiple position pairs swapping in permutation shuffle.

Next, if we try to swap both \((3, 4)\) and \((5, 6)\) at the same time, the rotate distances \(d_r(3 \rightarrow 5)\) and \(d_r(4 \rightarrow 6)\) for the second position array are equivalent to those in the diagonal position array. This means if we were to then rotate the already swapped second position array 1 time, it would still cause an overlap (e.g., 4 and 6) with the diagonal position array. As we can see, both of the single position pair swaps are feasible, but swapping them together creates a conflict. To avoid the multiple overlaps resulting from multiple position pair swaps, we have to guarantee any two pairs \((a_1, b_1)\) and \((a_2, b_2)\) meet the following requirement to satisfy constraint #1.

\[
d_r(a_1 \rightarrow b_1) \neq d_r(a_2 \rightarrow b_2)
\]

This prevents the swapping of position pairs with the same rotate distance in the diagonal position array. For example, if we swap the position pair \((3, 4)\), it will exclude other position pairs \((5, 6)\) and \((6, 7)\). The only feasible additional swap is the pair \((5, 7)\) and then the remaining position 6 is left untouched. The resultant second position array is \([2, 1, 4, 3, 7, 6, 5]\), which will not overlap more than one position with the diagonal position array regardless of how many rotations are applied.

![Fig. 9: Auto-generation of other position arrays with a given second position array](image)

**Fig. 9:** Auto-generation of other position arrays with a given second position array.

Now we need to prevent multiple overlaps between the second and subsequent position arrays. The most straightforward way is to avoid swapping the same position pairs. Another approach, utilizing the given second position array, would be to add one along the diagonal based on the circle shown in Figure 9. As you can see, the positional elements inserted alongside the diagonal is \(a, b, c, d, e, f, g\). By applying the same principle, the next set of additional positional elements are \(3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 2\). At this point, one can notice the repeating \(6, 5\) and \(7, 6\), which have already occurred in the second position array. This materializes because in the second position array \(d_r(4 \rightarrow 3)\) is equal to \(d_r(6 \rightarrow 5)\), and by adding 1 both \(6, 5\) and \(7, 6\) appear again thus causing a double overlap in the given second position array. To guarantee the derived arrays will never violate the SODP constraint with the second position array, we identify a second constraint:

**Constraint #2:** Rotate distances in the second position array must be distinct.

This means if we have the successive \(4, 3\) in the second position array, it is not allowed to include successive \(7, 6\) or \(6, 5\). Otherwise, other derived position arrays will experience multiple overlaps with the second position array.

By combining the two constraints above, we are able to create a feasible second position array and a corresponding position matrix. Note that sometimes, a perfectly balanced declustered layout based on our position matrix with the required parameters cannot be found, we publish our feasible position matrices in [26].

**THEORETICAL ANALYSIS** To demonstrate that O-SODP minimizes the number of stripesets, \(S\), we assume a disk array
of size $N$, where each stripeset consists of $k + m$ disks. To count the disk pairs $(i, j)$, we have
\[
S \times \frac{(k + m)(k + m - 1)}{2} \geq \frac{N(N - 1)}{2}
\]
which guarantees the disk pairs in stripesets cover all disks pairs in the $N$-disk array. The size of $S$ can be formulated as:
\[
S \geq \frac{N(N - 1)}{(k + m)(k + m - 1)}
\]
To count the number of pairs $(s, d)$ where $s$ is a stripeset and $d$ is a disk in the stripeset, we have the following equation:
\[
S \times (k + m) = N \times r
\]
Here $r$ is the number of stripesets per disk. To count the triples $(s, d_1, d_2)$ where $d_1$ and $d_2$ are distinct disks and $s$ is a stripeset that contains both, we have the following equation:
\[
1 \times (N - 1) = r \times (k + m - 1)
\]
where O-SODP makes any pair of disks (e.g., $d_1$ and $d_2$) appear in one stripeset. By combining the two equations, the size of $S$ equals $N \times (N - 1) - (k + m) + 1$, which is the minimum.

Figure 10 compares the total number of stripesets using O-SODP with the configurations identified in prior BIBD literature [14]. Additionally, we compare the number of stripesets per disk using O-SODP, being that the number of stripesets per disk directly reflects the rebuild performance. To be specific, the number of surviving disks participating in single disk rebuild is:
\[
\min\{\text{stripesets-per-disk} \times (k + m - 1), N - 1\}
\]

Fig. 10: Total number of stripesets and number of stripesets per disk for SODP and defined BIBD configurations.

We see that in general our O-SODP algorithm is able to match the BIBD performance with $\lambda = 1$ while the dips show the G-SODP (see Section III-B) results for configurations not having a known BIBD configuration. We also include the BIBD stripeset counts for the same configuration with $\lambda = 2$ to demonstrate the degree to which higher $\lambda$ generate additional stripesets which do not further improve rebuild performance but do reduce the total number of disk failures that can be tolerated. If we consider a stripeset as a failure domain we see that these BIBD designs have a greater number of failure domains with a lower degree of fault tolerance. However, O-SODP is not guaranteed to generate a set of single-overlap stripesets for all configurations (even when the stripeset size is smaller than the square root of the number of disks).

**B. Greedy SODP**

For arbitrary numbers of disks and arbitrary numbers of data blocks $(k)$ and parity blocks $(m)$ we designed the Greedy SODP algorithm, G-SODP, to achieve nearly single overlap declustering. Put simply, G-SODP sacrifices a small amount of rebuild performance to gain a modest improvement in disk failure tolerance. As we will see later in Section V this tradeoff turns out to be surprisingly effective when we evaluate the probability of data loss under failure bursts. In other words, G-SODP achieves a result very similar to that of O-SODP by slightly reducing the rebuild performance, which in turn can tolerate more disk failures.

The basic idea of G-SODP is to create one or more base stripesets and derive the $i_{th}$ stripeset by adding $i$ mod $N$. Figure 11 illustrates how to construct $2 + 2$ stripesets within 16 disks. G-SODP uses $[1, 3, 6, 7]$ as the base stripeset and add $i$ to the disk obtained from the base stripeset, which is able to generate 15 derived stripesets. Utilizing this process, G-SODP guarantees each disk participates in an equal number of stripesets (e.g., 4) to achieve a balanced declustered layout comparable to O-SODP.

**Fig. 11: Greedy SODP**

**CHALLENGES:** The fundamental challenge of G-SODP is to obtain base stripesets, which aim to construct distinct distances between any two elements inside the given base stripeset. In Figure 11, the base stripeset $[1, 3, 6, 7]$ is comprised of distinct distances 2, 3, 1, and 10. As we can see, any one, two or three accumulative distances are impossible to be equal to any other existing distance, which guarantees adding any $i$ will not yield more than one overlapping disk with any previously generated stripesets. Utilizing these methods, G-SODP is able to generate 16 single overlap stripesets instead of the 20 generated by O-SODP. Note that, sometimes it’s not always feasible to have any $x$ accumulative distances that are different, given this we first ensure that one accumulative distance is different, then the two accumulative distances different and so on, which maximally reduces the multiple overlaps among stripesets.

Algorithm 2 presents the greedy algorithm pseudocode to generate base stripesets. Suppose a base stripeset contains $k + m$ disks, our goal is to select $k + m - 1$ disk distances. We start with the minimum distance 1 and inject it into an empty distance array. For any next distance (e.g., 2 or 3), we can put it before or after the existing distances in the array. The valid injection is to ensure no equal disk distance. For example, Figure 11 injects the next distance 3 at the beginning of the array, which leads to an equal distance of the sum of

$\sum_{i=1}^{k+m} m_i$.
next two distances (e.g., $3 = 2 + 1$). In this case, the derived stripesets based on this base stripeset will cause two disks to be overlapping.

Algorithm 2: Greedy SODP (G-SODP)

```plaintext
Input: $N$, disks per server; $s$, stripe size
Output: $B = \{b_1, b_2, \ldots, \}$, base stripesets
while $b = \text{createBaseStripesets}(B, N, s)$ do
    $B \leftarrow b$
end

function createBaseStripesets($B, N, s$)
    $b = [1]$
    for $i = 2: N-1$
        for $j = 0 : \text{length}(b)$ do
            $b' = [b[0:j-1], i, b[j:end]]$
            if distances not in $B$ then
                if distances in $b'$ are not equal then
                    $b = b'$
                    break
                end
            end
        end
        if $\text{length}(b) == s-1$ then
            return $b$
        end
    end
end function
```

Fig. 12: Total number of stripesets and number of stripesets per disk for G-SODP and O-SODP.

Figure 12 compares the total number of stripesets and stripesets per disk between BIBD and G-SODP. Here, BIBD($N, 6, 1$) represents a full declustering layout over $N$ disks, which only exists for a limited number of configurations. G-SODP aims to find a balanced layout for arbitrary disk size (e.g., $N > 31$). The comparison results show that G-SODP has fewer stripesets than BIBD($N, 6, 1$), which indicates a gap between G-SODP and the full declustering BIBD. When a disk fails, G-SODP cannot guarantee that every surviving disk participates in that disks recovery (e.g., shorter rebuild time). However, it still attempts to maximize the rebuild performance in a balanced way, which in turn generates less stripesets than O-SODP to tolerate more concurrent disk failures.

Comparison of O-SODP and G-SODP Both O-SODP and G-SODP are able to generate single overlap stripesets in a balanced way. The only difference is O-SODP constructs perfectly balanced declustered layouts, where each pair-wise set of disks appears in exactly one stripeset. The perfect balance and exact overlap value of one make the number of stripesets minimized in the declustered layout. This design is not possible for all disk configurations (e.g., 8 total disks using 3-disk stripesets). G-SODP relaxes the overlap constraint slightly such that a few pair-wise combinations are not generated but a wider range of disk configurations are supported. Thus G-SODP provides greater configuration flexibility and fault tolerance while sacrificing a small amount of rebuild performance.

![Fig. 13: Total number of stripesets and number of stripesets per disk for O-SODP and G-SODP.](image)

IV. SOL-SIM AND COFACTOR DESIGN

SOL-Sim is a discrete-event simulator that characterizes the reliability of erasure coded storage systems. Written in Python, SOL-Sim extends SimEDC [27] to supports additional erasure codes, chunk placement schemes, and data re-protection algorithms. Figure 14 shows the high-level SOL-Sim architecture which uses failure traces, disk layouts, and data protection schemes as input and returns timings and reliability metrics such as the probability of data loss (PDL) as output. SOL-Sim is designed to simulate reliability over longer periods of time (e.g., 5 years). One key component of the SOL-Sim architecture is the ability to use a complementary tool, CoFaCTOR, to evaluate multiple storage system designs over their entire lifetime easily.

A. SOL-Sim Architecture

In order to evaluate the data protection schemes in this paper we have combined the output of CoFaCTOR with simulation to evaluate the probability of data loss over a variety of realistic failure workloads. SOL-Sim stores all events in an event queue, which always returns the event with the smallest timestamp. If the event is a failure event, it will update the disk state, such as the clock and failure status. If the event
is a repair event it updates the corresponding disk’s clock, repair status (e.g., critical to degraded or degraded to normal), and repair priority. SOL-Sim and CoFaCTOR provide the following features:

1) System Layout & System Failure Data: In order to generate a large set of realistic failure traces CoFaCTOR is seeded with both a system layout and a set of failure data collected from real system data. The system layout describes physical characteristics of the system that influence failure such as the physical position with the data center (data center row and rack number), the vertical position within the rack and even the disk positions within the storage enclosure (called the drawer row here to differentiate disks near the front of the enclosure, disks in the center of the enclosure, and disks near the rear of the enclosure). Detailed layout data in combination with positional data is critical in generating the set of failure traces and candidate system designs for SOL-Sim.

2) Failure Traces & System Designs: CoFaCTOR generates an arbitrarily large number of synthetic failure traces for use by SOL-Sim. These synthetic failure traces are generated using the survival analysis models seeded with real failure data. The second input into SOL-Sim is the set of system designs output by CoFaCTOR. These configurable system designs enable us to apply the generated failure traces to flexible system designs that explore both the physical system design space and the data protection algorithms used. For example, in this analysis we are able to alter the number of disks per enclosure (i.e. the failure domain for the declustered parity grouping) to explore future storage systems which are expected to be much denser than our existing system design.

3) Chunk Placement: SOL-Sim enables the use of multiple declustered placement algorithms and data protection schemes in conjunction with the failure data including: traditional RAID, complete declustered parity designs, dRAID, and both O-SODP and G-SODP depending on the availability of a single-overlap configuration for that design point.

4) Priority Reconstruction: SOL-Sim also implements a priority reconstruction algorithm that mimics those used in enterprise-grade production storage systems. If multiple drives fail within a server, to minimize data availability risk, any stripes that are missing two blocks are given priority for reconstruction. This approach is called critical reconstruction. After those critically affected stripes are reconstructed, the rest of the stripes continue to be reconstructed (called degraded reconstruction). While this algorithm is the state of the art it is not widely available for production systems.

B. CoFaCTOR Survival Analysis Model

While data on hard disk failures from Trinity can be used to test the reliability of data-redundancy patterns, generating synthetic failure streams with ‘realistic’ failures can assess the robustness of different approaches to unknown future failures. By ‘realistic’ in this case we mean that the failure times look similar in distribution to those observed previously on Trinity. We designed CoFaCTOR to generate these synthetic failure streams which are seeded by real failure data. A common assumption in reliability is to assume independent, identically distributed (iid) Weibull or Exponential failure times [8]; however, the exploratory analysis our Trinity failure traces showed correlation in failure rates with respect to the system configuration. In order to account for the relationship between the failure event times, we apply a two-parameter Weibull regression model, also commonly known as an accelerated failure time model [28]. Prior work has shown Weibull distributions to accurately reflect disk drive failures, both correlated and non-correlated [29]. The probability distribution function for the Weibull model is:

\[ f(x) = \frac{\rho}{\lambda} \left(\frac{x}{\lambda}\right)^{\rho-1} e^{-(x/\lambda)^\rho}, \]

where \( \lambda \) is a scale parameter and \( \rho \) is the shape parameter. The scale controls the size of the failure rate and the shape controls whether the failure rate increases, decreases, or stays constant over time. In the Weibull regression model, both the shape and scale are modeled as a linear function of covariates describing the system configuration:

\[
\begin{align*}
\lambda &= X \beta_\lambda, \\
\rho &= X \beta_\rho,
\end{align*}
\]

where \( X \) is the matrix of covariate information, \( \beta_\lambda \) is the regression coefficient vector for \( \lambda \), and \( \beta_\rho \) is the same for \( \rho \). This model is fit using maximum likelihood using the lifelines package in Python [30].

We are able to relax the iid assumption because the Weibull parameters vary as a function of system configuration details described by the covariates. Given a set of regression coefficients \( [\beta_\lambda, \beta_\rho] \), failure times for a drive with a particular covariate vector can be drawn as independent Weibull random variates. It is important to note, that in this model we are estimating component lifetimes. For Trinity, we focused on three covariates that indicated accelerate failure rates - file system ID, drawer row, and vertical position in the rack.

Figure 15 shows a comparison of simulated survival curves using the Weibull regression model (red) to the observed failure time data for two combinations of the covariate values. Specifically the blue line and shaded region show nonparametric, Kaplan-Meier (KM) estimate [28] to the Trinity data and the 95% confidence interval for the survival curve. Qualitative difference between the KM estimate and the Weibull
simulations illustrates areas in which the Weibull model is missing structure in the data. The simulated failure curves in Figure 15 look consistent with the Trinity data overall, with the regression model largely capturing the variation in lifetimes in drives with different covariate values. There is a sharp drop in the survival curve shortly before the 10,000 hour lifetime mark that is not consistent with the Weibull assumption. This drop was due to a batch of drives failing or being preemptively replaced due to a firmware issue. Addressing this is the scope of future work but its inclusion precludes the use of quantitative goodness-of-fit assessment.

V. EVALUATION

A. Trinity Storage System Overview

LANL’s Trinity file system is composed of two identical file systems accessible through the same set of gateway nodes within the Trinity platform. The identical file systems are organized as two parallel aisles of racks within our data center to both enable easier servicing/upgrades and protect against some types of failures external to the file systems. Each file system has 6 total metadata servers and 216 Lustre object storage servers (OSS) each with a single 41 disk Lustre object storage target (OST). OSS node pairs share a single two-drawer 84-bay disk chassis with 41 drives assigned to each of the OSS (the remaining 2 slots contain SSDs used as journal devices). Each drawer within the 84 disk enclosure is composed of 3 rows with 14 drive slots per row. Row 1 holds the 14 drives nearest the front of the drawer and row 3 holds the 13 drives and the SSD at the rear of the drawer. The 41 disk OSTs use a declustered parity approach to construct 8+2 protected stripes with 128KiB stripes forming a 1MiB stripe set. The simulations presented in this paper assume that all drives are 6TB Seagate Makarra drives, the file system is at 60% capacity utilization, and the rebuild disk bandwidth has been set at approximately 50MB/s per disk [31].

B. Simulation Failure Traces

To create a sufficient number of failure streams to perform our reliability analysis we use the trinity file system configuration, two years of drive failure data, and CoFaCTOR to generate 10000 5-year long failure traces. We note in individual experiments where the system design has been altered to explore alternative storage system designs (e.g. changes in disk capacity, disk enclosure size, or total number of drives). We also use CoFaCTOR to generate 10000 traces where a fixed percentage of disks fail instantaneously or over a fixed period of time (using Poisson arrivals) to simulate catastrophic failure events such as power outages.

C. System Lifetime Failure Analysis

In order to study the correlated failures, we investigate the number of failure bursts (e.g., multiple failures in a failure domain within 8 hours) with varied numbers of disks per server. As shown in Figure 16, among 10000 failure traces, larger disk enclosure sizes are more likely to encounter failure bursts and possibly data loss.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Disks per Server</th>
<th>Scheme</th>
<th>Spares</th>
<th>6TB</th>
<th>14TB</th>
<th>20TB</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>123</td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SODP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>164</td>
<td>DP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>SODP</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TABLE II: Comparison of the number of 5-year traces with at least one data loss event. We evaluate different disks per server, data protection schemes, and the number of distributed spares for differing disk capacities.

Figure 16 shows the likelihood of a failure burst as we alter the number of disks allocated to each server. Not surprisingly, as we increase the number of disks per server the number of failure bursts over the life of a storage system increases. Table II then shows how well Trinity’s declustered parity scheme protects against data loss events compared with an SODP data placement scheme while varying the spare capacity and drive capacity. We use the 123 and 164 disk configurations with G-SODP because an insufficient number of disks exist for an RS(8,2) SODP configuration at the smaller disk counts. We see that SODP prevents data loss with a lower sparing overhead better than the existing Trinity file system, however a rapid burst of failures within a single stripe before copyback completes still causes a single data loss event in the 164 disk configuration.
D. Catastrophic Failures Analysis

To explore how different data protection schemes perform during common burst failure scenarios (e.g. a power outage or cascading failure that results in a large number of drives failing in a short time window) we simulated failures correlated in time but not correlated in any other dimension. We also compare the corresponding rebuild performance for schemes including traditional RAID, dRAID, Trinity’s declustered parity (DP), O-SODP and G-SODP.

1) Effect of Disk Population Size: Figure 17 shows the probability of data loss (PDL) during a burst failure of 1% disk failures and increased number of disks. In particular, we increase the total number of disks from 1100 to 11,000 and examine the PDL for 1% drive population failure instantaneously and randomly distributed over 24 hours. In Figure 17(a), failures occur in an instantaneous burst and rebuild time is irrelevant. Non-overlapping RAID can tolerate the most simultaneous failures with 11.3% PDL. The greater fault tolerance of the SODP schemes protects data at smaller disk counts but is not sufficient for large disk populations. With Trinity’s declustered parity and dRAID we see a 100% chance of data loss over 6600 disks. In Figure 17(b), the failures simulate a cascading failure occurring over 24 hours, thus data is rebuilt during the 24-hour failure period for the declustered parity schemes. By tolerating more failures and having fast rebuild performance, G-SODP and O-SODP have 1.05% and 1.2% PDL for 11,000 disks, respectively. Trinity’s declustered parity and dRAID also benefit from fast rebuild performance, but the lack of greater fault tolerance lowers the PDL to only 34.6%. Interestingly, even with failures distributed over 24 hours RAID is better than Trinity’s declustered parity and dRAID indicating that in this experiment fault tolerance is more important than rebuild performance.

2) Effect of Burst Size: Figure 18 varies the number of failed disks in a population of 11,000 drives from 0% to 1% to compare each of the parity placement schemes. As before we examine the probability of data loss (PDL) for simultaneous failures and failures over 24 hours. From Figure 18(a) it’s obvious that the probability of data loss increases with the percentage of simultaneous failures. At approximately 0.6% of the total drive population failed the PDL of Trinity declustered parity and dRAID reach 100%, while O-SODP experiences 32.3% PDL and G-SODP has 23% PDL. RAID again tolerates the most simultaneous failures with a 2.6% chance of data loss. Figure 18(b) shows the probability of data loss with the failures distributed over 24 hours. We see that the SODP have the lowest chance of data loss due to high fault tolerance and fast rebuilds. Even in the case of 1% failures, O-SODP and G-SODP have 1.2% and 1.05% PDL, respectively. Because no rebuilds completed in 24 hours RAID experienced the same PDL as Figure 18(a) while both Trinity declustered parity and dRAID shows a great reduction in PDL due to their faster rebuild performance.

Finally, we investigate how the time window over which the failures occur effects the probability of data loss. Figure 19 shows the probability of data loss in 11,000 drives in the presence of 1% failures distributed over varying timespans (using a Poisson arrival process for failures). Because 24 hours is greater than the rebuild time for RAID the PDL remains unchanged within the varying time period. However, as declustered rebuilds complete in 2-3 hours we see the PDLs of Trinity declustered parity and dRAID are reduced rapidly. Even with slower lower rebuild performance for O-SODP, G-SODP we see extremely low probabilities of data loss.

3) Comparison of Rebuild Performance: Figure 20(a) compares the disk rebuild time by injecting a random single
disk failure. Trinity declustered parity and dRAID show the fastest rebuild times requiring only 2.7 and 2.8 hours. O-SODP exhibits similar rebuild performance to DP and dRAID while G-SODP requires slightly more rebuild time. Because it lacks declustering traditional raid requires greater than 24 hours to perform a rebuild. With multiple disk failures we exploit the priority reconstruction algorithm which give vulnerable stripes higher rebuild priority to avoid data loss. In our configuration (e.g., $8 + 2$), the maximal tolerable failures within a single stripeset is 2, therefore, Figure 20(b) compares the critical rebuild (e.g., stripes with 2 failures) and degraded rebuild (e.g., stripes with 1 failures) time during reconstruction process. We observe that DP, dRAID and O-SODP have almost the same degraded rebuild time due to full declustering. A drawback of the SODP schemes is the longer critical rebuild times. Finally, RAID systems do not use priority reconstruction.

4) Comparison of Storage Efficiency: Finally, we study the effects of storage efficiency by using different parity configurations. Since O-SODP cannot be calculated for arbitrary configurations we only compare RAID, DP, dRAID and G-SODP. In Figure 21 we show how the parity overhead effects the probability of data loss for differing parity overheads. Generally we see that additional parity overhead is moderately effective during failure bursts, but that during failures distributed over time even extremely low overhead G-SODP configurations provide low probabilities of data loss.

![Rebuild times for single and two disk failures](image)

**Fig. 20:** Rebuild times for single and two disk failures

In our re-examination of declustered parity data placement schemes it is apparent that existing declustered parity data protection schemes are not designed to tolerate the correlated failure bursts becoming increasingly common in cloud and HPC data centers. To that end, we have proposed adding 2 new criteria to the design principles for declustered parity designs:

- Maximizing the number of simultaneous disk failures tolerated without increasing parity overhead, and
- Minimizing disk rebuild time by balancing parity stripes across all disks.

To balance both of these criteria equally we proposed Single-Overlap Declustered Parity, a data placement scheme that minimizes rebuild time and tolerates more failed disks than existing declustered parity designs. However, in order to build a flexible algorithm to generate SODP stripesets it became necessary to relax the single-overlap requirement and allow a small number of stripesets that do not overlap all other stripesets. Surprisingly, this more flexible algorithm demonstrated the lowest data loss during failures occurring within small windows of time. In our experiments we showed that adding disks to a declustered placement group increases the probability of a data loss event by a greater than linear amount when faced with correlated failures. But the additional disk results in a less than linear improvement in rebuild time because the amount of data being rebuilt remains fixed even as the rebuild rate is proportionally increased. Thus a data protection scheme, such as Greedy Single-Overlap Declustered Parity, which is designed to trade small amounts of rebuild performance in order to tolerate a large number of disk failures can reduce the probability of data loss substantially (30x some of our test configurations).

In future work we plan a detailed evaluation of the read and write performance of SODP-based data protection schemes and a further exploration of how to optimize the tradeoffs between rebuild performance and disk failure tolerance. We also plan to apply our design principles for improving data protection schemes to distributed storage systems that leverage multiple levels of erasure coding and replication.
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